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when compared with the execution of the common sawmill.

We hope the inventor may find sufficient enterprise in this

place to patronize so valuable an improvement.

Hedge's belt sawing machines were later exhibited at

London, Paris and Vienna and received considerable

attention. They first came into general use (in small

sizes) to replace jig saws, but of late years the prophecy

of the old newspaper item has come true, for in the

FIG. 25—HEDGE'S GRAIN iMOA 1 'l':i:. ABOl'T 1855

(Drawn by Lemuel Hedge)

lumber mills of Oregon and California, heavy and power-

ful band saws have now generally replaced Hedge'.'?

earlier invention—^the double circular saw—for handling

the huge logs of these regions.

Lemuel Hedge combined many qualities. He was, in

his youth, a fine cabinet maker and there is no question

but that the handsome furniture he made in his younger

days is now highly valued as heirlooms by the descend-

ants of the original owners. Then to this accomplish-

ment, he added that of a builder of fine musical instru-

ments—an art in itself. Beginning his career as a

blacksmith, he developed into a skilled mechanic and as

his drawings (which are still preserved by his family)

show, he later became an exquisite draftsman, working

in tints and in perspective. By constant study he cul-

tivated his great natural inventive ability, until his

mind was able to conceive and to work out delicate and
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PIG. 26—COOPETR'S ROTATIVE PISTON

complicated mechanisms so completely that no greai

amount of experiment was ever necessary upon the

finished machines. In his later life he was in com-

fortable circumstances and he died in New York at

about the age of eighty, an active engineer almost to

the last—being in his old age engaged in the perfecting

of a grain reaper. As the biographer of Oliver Evans

might have said "Lemuel Hedge has a memorial where-

ever paper is ruled, wherever band saws are in use and,

most of all, in certain departments of the great Stanley

Works of New Britain, Conn., where accurate scales

are made. Besides being one of the earliest Windsor
mechanics and inventors, he was one of the greatest and

the writer is proud of this opportunity to bring Mr.

Hedge and his work to general public attention for the

first time.

On July 16, 1827, John M. Cooper, an inventive me-

chanic of Guildhall, Vt., received a patent upon a device

which he called a rotative piston. This device was de-

signed for use in pumping water, the object being a

pump to which continuous rotary motion could be

directly applied and from which a continuous stream of

liquid would be expelled, without the use of an air

chamber.

The rotary pump as built with the Cooper rotative

piston, shown in Fig. 26, consisted of a cylindrical

casing with an inlet at the side and an outlet at the top,

these openings connecting with cored recesses on the

inside. The casing was bo'-ed out and fitted with bolted-

on cylinder heads. The rotative piston revolved within

the casing, being supported by eccentrically located

bearings in the

cylinder heads.

It consisted of a

drum with a

shaft through
the center, the

drum being con-

s i d e r a b 1 y
smaller than the

diameter of the

bore of the
cylinder and in

width, the same
as the space in

the cylinder.
Equally spaced
about the drum
were four
curved leaves or

buckets, which
were pivoted at

one end to

straps set flush

with the sides

of the drum.
The buckets
were sections of a ring, the inside diameter of

which was the same as the drum. In thickness, the

buckets were the same as the clearance between the

drum and the bore of the cylinder at the closest point

and in length, they were one fourth the circumference

of the drum. The free ends were rounded to slide

smoothly on the case and the fixed ends were drilled for

the pivot pins and counterbored to fit the eyes of the

straps, the ends being carefully rounded to maintain a

tight joint with the surface of the drum.

As the rotative piston was turned rapidly within the

casing, the buckets were throwoi outward by centrifugal

force and by liquid pressure and came in contact with

the casing, being opened and shut during each revolu-

tion by the eccentric action of the case. This caused

the liquid to be constantly squeezed out at the top and a

vacuum created at the intake, thus constantly drawing
in more liquid from the reservoir.

Cooper believed his revolving piston to be particularly

suited for a combination bilge and fire pump for steam-

boats, as it could be driven by hand or belted to an

engine with equal facility. For this reason he went to

Windsor where the steamboat excitement was then at

its height, and in the winter of 1827, (even before

FIG. 27—ASAHEL HUBBARD. INVEN-
TOR OF THE REVOLVING HY-

DRAULIC ENGINE
(From an old painting)


